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age-groups among them are still always disproportionately
large	they will, within measurable time, become numeri-
cally stationary. Culturally, for good and for bad, they will
soon have shed every vestige of their East European extrac-
tion. What will then replace their fading, anaemic Judaism?
How deep and how far will assimilation and amalgamation
proceed? Or will they be kept together by anti-Semitic
pressure, after their own inner values have disappeared? If
so, on what will they live, culturally and morally? Will they
at least maintain themselves economically? They now form
numerically the largest, and financially (even after the crash
of 1929-1933) the most important unit in world-Jewry.
The War and revolutions have wrought the economic ruin
of the East European Jews, and it was the unstinted help
of American Jewry which alone secured the survival of
many hundreds of thousands among them. But that support
cannot, and will not, be continued indefinitely, and private
help naturally diminishes as the ties, which bound the
emigrants of 1882-1914 to relatives in their old homes,
weaken with every death on either side of the Atlantic.
In Soviet Russia Jewry faces dissolution. Religion and
occupational segregation acted in the Diaspora as barriers
to social intercourse, assimilation, and intermarriage. But in
Russia the Jewish religion is dying, and the Jewish profes-
sions have been destroyed. Herded together in the Pale of
Settlement, the Jews were bound to remain a distinct
community, for no one can be assimilated to a nation in the
abstract, and there were no types within their sphere to
which they could have been ^assimilated. They are now
moving out from the Pale, and everywhere tend to engage
in the same work as the rest of the population, which is a
healthy development, but, if continued for a few genera-
tions, may lead to the extinction of Russian Jewry. That
economic reorientation which still awaits us in many a
country, and which in Palestine our pioneers have volun-
tarily taken upon themselves for the sake of the national

